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A priori estimates for the Fitzpatrick function
M.D. Voisei
Abstract
New perspectives, proofs, and some extensions of known results are presented
concerning the behavior of the Fitzpatrick function of a monotone type operator in
the general context of a locally convex space.
1 Introduction and preliminaries
Given T : X ⇒ X∗ a multi-valued operator defined in a locally convex space X with
valued in its topological dual X∗, the Fitzpatrick function associated to T (introduced in
[1, Definition 3.1, p. 61]) denoted by
ϕT (x, x
∗) := sup{a∗(x− a) + x∗(a) | (a, a∗) ∈ GraphT}, (x, x∗) ∈ X ×X∗,
is an important tool in the theory of maximal monotone operators (see e.g. [1, 6, 11]).
Here GraphT = {(x, x∗) ∈ X × X∗ | x∗ ∈ T (x)} is the graph of T , D(T ) =
PrX(GraphT ) stands for the domain of T , R(T ) = PrX∗(GraphT ) = ∪x∈D(T )T (x) denotes
the range of T , where PrX , PrX∗ are the projections of X ×X∗ onto X, X∗, respectively.
When no confusion can occur, T : X ⇒ X∗ is identified with GraphT ⊂ X ×X∗.
Our focus in this note is on the general behavior of ϕT mainly with respect to the
coupling of X ×X∗ as well as the position of the domain of ϕT in X ×X∗.
In this paper, if not otherwise explicitly mentioned, (X, τ) is a Hausdorff separated
locally convex space (LCS for short), X∗ is its topological dual endowed with the weak-
star topology w∗, and the topological dual of (X∗, w∗) is identified with X. For x ∈ X and
x∗ ∈ X∗ we set 〈x, x∗〉 := x∗(x).
For a subset A of X we denote by intA, clA (or clτ A when we wish to underline the
topology τ , or cl(X,τ)A if we want to emphasize that A ⊂ (X, τ)), aff A, and convA the
interior, the closure, the affine hull, and the closure hull of A, respectively. If A,B ⊂ X
we set A+B := {a+ b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} with the convention A+ ∅ := ∅+ A := ∅.
We consider the class Λ(X) of proper convex functions f : X → R := R ∪ {−∞,+∞}
and the class Γτ (X) (or simply Γ(X)) of those functions f ∈ Λ(X) which are τ–lower
semicontinuous (lsc for short). Recall that f is proper if dom f := {x ∈ X | f(x) <∞} is
nonempty and f does not take the value −∞.
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To f : X → R we associate its convex hull conv f : X → R and its (τ–)lsc convex hull
cl conv f : X → R (clτ conv f when we want to accentuate on the topology τ) defined by
(conv f)(x) := inf{t ∈ R | (x, t) ∈ conv(epi f)},
(cl conv f)(x) := inf{t ∈ R | (x, t) ∈ cl conv(epi f)},
where epi f := {(x, t) ∈ X × R | f(x) ≤ t} is the epigraph of f .
The conjugate of f : X → R with respect to the dual system (X,X∗) is given by
f ∗ : X∗ → R, f ∗(x∗) := sup{〈x, x∗〉 − f(x) | x ∈ X}. (1)
The conjugate f ∗ is a weakly-star (or w∗−) lsc convex function. For the proper function
f : X → R we define the subdifferential of f at x by
∂f(x) := {x∗ ∈ X∗ | 〈x′ − x, x∗〉 ≤ f(x′)− f(x) ∀x′ ∈ X},
for x ∈ dom f and ∂f(x) := ∅ for x 6∈ dom f . Recall that NC = ∂ιC is the normal cone
of C, where ιC is the indicator function of C ⊂ X defined by ιC(x) := 0 for x ∈ C and
ιC(x) :=∞ for x ∈ X \ C.
When X∗ is endowed with the topology w∗ (or with any other locally convex topology σ
such that (X∗, σ)∗ = X), in other words, if we take conjugates for functions defined in X∗
with respect to the dual system (X∗, X), then f ∗∗ = (f ∗)∗ = cl conv f whenever cl conv f
(or equivalently f ∗) is proper.
With respect to the dual system (X,X∗), the polar of A ⊂ X is A◦ := {x∗ ∈ X∗ |
|〈x, x∗〉| ≤ 1, ∀x ∈ A} while the orthogonal of A is A⊥ := {x∗ ∈ X∗ | 〈x, x∗〉 = 0, ∀x ∈ A};
similarly, the polar of B ⊂ X∗ is B◦ := {x ∈ X | |〈x, x∗〉| ≤ 1, ∀x∗ ∈ B} while the
orthogonal of B is B⊥ := {x ∈ X | 〈x, x∗〉 = 0, ∀x∗ ∈ B}.
Let Z := X ×X∗. Consider the coupling function
c : Z → R, c(z) := 〈x, x∗〉 for z := (x, x∗) ∈ Z.
It is known that the topological dual of (Z, τ × w∗) can be (and will be) identified with Z
by the coupling
z · z′ := 〈z, z′〉 := 〈x, x′∗〉+ 〈x′, x∗〉 for z = (x, x∗), z′ = (x′, x′∗) ∈ Z.
With respect to the natural dual system (Z,Z) induced by the previous coupling, the
Fitzpatrick function of T : X ⇒ X∗ has the form
ϕT : Z → R, ϕT (z) = sup{z · α− c(α) | α ∈ GraphT},
while the conjugate of f : Z → R is denoted by
f : Z → R, f(z) = sup{z · z′ − f(z′) | z′ ∈ Z},
and f = clτ×w∗ conv f whenever f
 (or clτ×w∗ conv f) is proper.
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Note the identity
inf
α∈Graph T
c(z − α) = (c− ϕT )(z). (2)
For E a LCS and f, g : E → R we set [f ≤ g] := {x ∈ E | f(x) ≤ g(x)}; the sets
[f = g], [f < g] and [f > g] are defined similarly; while f ≥ g means [f ≥ g] = E or, for
every x ∈ E, f(x) ≥ g(x).
Whenever X is a normed vector space, besides X∗ we consider the bi-dual X∗∗. We
identify X with the linear subspace J(X) of X∗∗, where J : X → X∗∗ is the canonical
injection: 〈x∗, Jx〉 := 〈x, x∗〉 for x ∈ X and x∗ ∈ X∗, and we denote Jx by x̂ or simply
x. In this case Z = X × X∗ is seen as a normed vector space with the norm ‖z‖ :=( ‖x‖2 + ‖x∗‖2 )1/2 for z := (x, x∗). Its topological dual Z∗ is identified with X∗ ×X∗∗ by
the coupling
〈(x, x∗), (y∗, y∗∗)〉 := 〈x, y∗〉+ 〈x∗, y∗∗〉 , (x, x∗) ∈ X ×X∗, (y∗, y∗∗) ∈ X∗ ×X∗∗.
In this context, for f : Z → R, the conjugate f ∗ : Z∗ → R is given by (1) while for
f : Z → R one has
f(x, x∗) = f ∗(x∗, Jx) = f ∗(x∗, x) ∀(x, x∗) ∈ Z. (3)
Note that (f)∗(x∗, x) = f(x, x∗) = f(x, x∗) when f : X ×X∗ → R is a proper convex
τ × w∗–lsc function.
A multifunction T : X ⇒ X∗ is said to be monotone if c(z − z′) ≥ 0 for all z, z′ ∈
T and maximal monotone if T is monotone and maximal in the sense of inclusion. In
other terms, T is maximal monotone if T is monotone and any element z ∈ Z which is
monotonically related to T , that is, c(z − z′) ≥ 0 for every z′ ∈ T , belongs to T . The
classes of monotone and maximal monotone operators T : X ⇒ X∗ are denoted by M(X)
and M(X), respectively. It is well known that if f ∈ Λ(X) has f ≥ c then
[f = c] = {z ∈ Z | f(z) = c(z)} ∈ M(X),
(see e.g. [3, Proposition 4(h)] or [7, Lemma 3.1]).
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2 Estimates for Negative-Infimum operators
Recall that an operator T : X ⇒ X∗ is called of Negative-Infimum-type or simply NI if
ϕT ≥ c in Z = X ×X∗.
With respect to the natural dual system (Z,Z), the support function of S ⊂ Z is given
by σS(p) := sups∈S s · p, p ∈ dom σS ⊂ Z, or σS = ιS . For simplicity, in the sequel we use
the notation σT−z := σGraph T−z.
Theorem 1 Let X be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗. Then
∀z, p ∈ Z = X ×X∗, t ≥ 0, (ϕT − c)(z + tp) ≤ (ϕT − c)(z)− t2c(p) + tσT−z(p). (4)
If, in addition, T is NI then
∀z, p ∈ Z, t ≥ 0, (ϕT − c)(z) ≥ t2c(p)− tσT−z(p). (5)
If, in addition, T is NI and z ∈ domϕT then domσT−z ⊂ [c ≤ 0] and [c = 0] ⊂ [σT−z ≥
0].
Proof. We have
∀z, p, α ∈ Z, c(z + p− α) = c(z − α) + c(p) + p · (z − α).
After passing to infimum over α ∈ GraphT , one gets
∀z, p ∈ Z, (c− ϕT )(z + p) ≥ (c− ϕT )(z) + c(p) + inf
α∈Graph T
p · (z − α)⇔
∀z, p ∈ Z, (ϕT − c)(z + p) ≤ (ϕT − c)(z)− c(p) + sup
α∈Graph T
p · (α− z) ⇔
∀z, p ∈ Z, (ϕT − c)(z + p) ≤ (ϕT − c)(z)− c(p) + σT−z(p).
Change p into tp for t ≥ 0 to get (4).
The inequality (5) follows from T being NI, more precisely from (ϕT − c)(z + tp) ≥ 0.
Assume, in addition, that T is NI and z ∈ domϕT .
If c(p) > 0 and σT−z(p) < +∞ then limt→∞ t2c(p)− tσT−z(p) = ∞ in contradiction to
(5).
If c(p) = 0 then for every t ≥ 0, (ϕT − c)(z) + tσT−z(p) ≥ 0. Divide by t > 0 and let
t→ +∞ to get σT−z(p) ≥ 0.
Remark 2 A reformulation of the last part of the previous theorem is: let T be NI and
z ∈ domϕT . Then
c(p) > 0⇒ σT−z(p) = +∞, (6)
c(p) = 0⇒ σT−z(p) ≥ 0, (7)
σT−z(p) < 0⇒ c(p) < 0. (8)
Indeed, for (8), if σT−z(p) < 0 then p ∈ dom σT−z and, from the contrapositive forms of
(6), (7), one has c(p) ≤ 0 and c(p) 6= 0, i.e., c(p) < 0.
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Recall that the support function of A ⊂ X is given by σA(x∗) = sup{〈x, x∗〉 | x ∈ A},
x∗ ∈ X∗ or σA = ι∗A.
Lemma 3 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let A ⊂ X. Then σA ≥ 0 iff 0 ∈ clτ convA.
Proof. Since σA(0) = 0, using the biconjugate formula we have
σA ≥ 0⇔ 0 ∈ argmin σA ⇔ 0 ∈ ∂σA(0)⇔ σA(0) + σ∗A(0) = 0⇔
ιclτ convA(0) = 0⇔ 0 ∈ cl τ convA.
Proposition 4 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗. Then
PrX(domϕT ) ⊂ PrX [ϕT = c]∪cl τ affD(T ), PrX∗(domϕT ) ⊂ PrX∗ [ϕT = c]∪cl w∗ affD(T ).
Proof. The conclusion holds if ϕT is improper (which is possible even when T is non-void).
That is why, we assume that domϕT 6= ∅.
Let z = (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT with x 6∈ cl τ affD(T ) =: F . Fix a0 ∈ F and denote by
S := F − a0 the subspace parallel to F . Since x − a0 6∈ S = S⊥⊥, there is u∗ ∈ S⊥, such
that 〈x − a0, u∗〉 6= 0. Note that ϕT (x, x∗ + tu∗) = ϕT (x, x∗) + t〈a0, u∗〉, for every t ∈ R.
This yields that (x, x∗ + γu∗) ∈ [ϕT = c], for γ = (ϕT − c)(z)/〈x− a0, u∗〉.
For the second inclusion we proceed similarly.
Proposition 5 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗. If z = (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT then
infZ(ϕT − c) = −∞ or x ∈ clτ convD(T ), x∗ ∈ cl w∗ convR(T ).
In particular
PrX domϕT ⊂ PrX [ϕT ≤ c]∪cl τ convD(T ), PrX∗ domϕT ⊂ PrX∗ [ϕT ≤ c]∪cl w∗ convR(T ).
(9)
Proof. Assume that z = (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT and infZ(ϕT − c) > −∞. For every u∗ ∈ X∗,
pick p = (0, u∗) in (4), noticing that σT−z(0, u
∗) = σD(T )−x(u
∗).
Taking into consideration that c(p) = 0, we get
∀u∗ ∈ X∗, ∀t ≥ 0, (ϕT − c)(z) + tσD(T )−x(u∗) ≥ inf
v∗∈X∗
(ϕT − c)(x, v∗) ≥ inf
Z
(ϕT − c) > −∞.
That yields σD(T )−x ≥ 0 from which, according to Lemma 3, x ∈ clτ convD(T ).
Similarly, pick p = (u, 0), u ∈ X to get x∗ ∈ cl w∗ convR(T ).
In particular let x ∈ PrX domϕT , that is, for some x∗ ∈ X∗, z = (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT .
If x 6∈ clτ convD(T ) then infv∗∈X∗(ϕT − c)(x, v∗) = −∞. There exists v∗ ∈ X∗ such that
(ϕT − c)(x, v∗) ≤ 0, that is, x ∈ PrX [ϕT ≤ c].
The second inclusion in (9) follows a similar argument.
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Remark 6 The previous result is an extension of [9, Lemma 3, p. 279]. More precisely we
proved, in more detail, that if z = (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT then infv∗∈X∗(ϕT − c)(x, v∗) = −∞ or
x ∈ clτ convD(T ) and, by symmetry, infv∈X(ϕT − c)(v, x∗) = −∞ or x∗ ∈ cl w∗ convR(T ).
Corollary 7 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗. If infZ(ϕT − c) > −∞, in
particular if T is NI, then PrX domϕT ⊂ cl τ convD(T ), PrX∗ domϕT ⊂ cl w∗ convR(T ).
Theorem 8 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗ be NI. Then
∀z ∈ Z, (ϕT − c)(z) ≥ sup{−σ
2
T−z(p)
4c(p)
| σT−z(p) < 0}
= sup{1
4
σ2T−z(p) | c(p) = −1, σT−z(p) < 0};
(10)
∀z, p ∈ Z, σT−z(p) + 2
√
(ϕT − c)(z) ·
√
|c(p)| ≥ 0. (11)
M(X) ∋ [ϕT ≤ c] = [ϕT = c] ⊂ cl τ×w∗ conv(GraphT ). (12)
In particular
PrX domϕT ⊂ cl τ convD(T ), PrX∗ domϕT ⊂ cl w∗ convR(T ). (13)
Proof. The inequality (10) holds for z 6∈ domϕT . If z ∈ domϕT and σT−z(p) < 0 then
c(p) < 0 because T is NI (see Remark 2); in particular, the right hand side of the inequality
in (10) is well-defined. According to (5),
(ϕT − c)(z) ≥ max
t≥0
{t2c(p)− tσT−z(p)} = t2V c(p)− tV σT−z(p) = −
σ2T−z(p)
4c(p)
,
where tV :=
σT−z(p)
2c(p)
> 0, and so (10) is proved.
According to Remark 2, more precisely from (6), (7), relation (11) holds for z 6∈ domϕT
or if σT−z(p) ≥ 0 or c(p) ≥ 0. Assume that z ∈ domϕT and σT−z(p) < 0, from which,
again c(p) < 0.
The inequality in (10) provides −4c(p)(ϕT−c)(z) ≥ σ2T−z(p), 2
√−c(p)·√(ϕT − c)(z) ≥
|σT−z(p)| = −σT−z(p) and (11) is proved.
The inclusion in (12) is a direct consequence of (11) and Lemma 3 while (13) follows
from (12) and (9).
Remark 9 When T is monotone and NI, (13) is equivalent to
cl τ PrX domϕT = cl τ convD(T ), cl w∗ PrX∗ domϕT = cl w∗ convR(T ), (14)
because in this case GraphT ⊂ [ϕT = c] (see e.g. [1, Theorem 3.4, p. 61]), so D(T ) ⊂
PrX domϕT , R(T ) ⊂ PrX∗ domϕT .
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The equlities in (14) are a subtle extension of [9, Lemma 3, (7), p. 279]. Recall that
for T a monotone NI operator, [ϕT = c] is the only maximal monotone extension of T and
ϕT = ϕ[ϕT=c] (see [10, Proposition 4, p. 35]). Under these assumptions (14) implies
cl τ convD(T ) = cl τ PrX domϕT = cl τ conv PrX [ϕT = c]. (15)
In general, even if T is NI, its domain D(T ) is not necessarily a subset of PrX domϕT .
For example T : D(T ) = R ⇒ R, T (x) = {0}, if x 6= 0; T (0) = R, namely, GraphT is
the union of the x and y−axes in the plane, has ϕT = ι{(0,0)} ≥ c; whence D(T ) = R 6⊂
PrX domϕT = {0}.
When (X, ‖ · ‖) is a normed space and T : X ⇒ X∗ we can see T : X∗∗ ⇒ X∗ and
T−1 : X∗ ⇒ X∗∗ through the canonical injection J : X → X∗∗. More precisely,
x∗ ∈ T (x∗∗)⇔ ∃x ∈ X, x∗∗ = Jx and x∗ ∈ T (x).
In the next result (X∗∗ ×X∗, w∗) denotes the space X∗∗ ×X∗ endowed with its weak-star
topology (that comes from the duality(X∗∗ × X∗, X∗ × X)); while for z = (x, x∗) ∈ Z =
X ×X∗, zT := (x∗, x) ∈ Z∗ = X∗ ×X∗∗.
Proposition 10 Let (X, ‖ · ‖) be a normed space and let T : X ⇒ X∗ be NI. Then
∀z ∈ Z, (ϕT − c)(z) ≥ 1
2
dist2(z, cl (X∗∗×X∗,w∗) convGraphT ), (16)
where for z ∈ X∗∗ × X∗, S ⊂ X∗∗ × X∗, dist(z, S) = inf{‖z − u‖X∗∗×X∗ | u ∈ S} and
‖(x∗∗, x∗)‖X∗∗×X∗ =
√‖x∗∗‖2 + ‖x∗‖2, x∗∗ ∈ X∗∗, x∗ ∈ X∗.
If, in addition, X is reflexive then
∀z ∈ Z, (ϕT − c)(z) ≥ 1
2
dist2(z, convGraphT ), (17)
Proof. Note that for every p ∈ Z, √|c(p)| ≤ (√2)−1‖p‖ so, for α := (ϕT − c)(z), (11)
reads
∀p ∈ Z, σT−z(p) +
√
2α · ‖p‖ ≥ 0.
As previously seen, 0 ∈ argmin(σT−z +
√
2α‖ · ‖), 0 ∈ ∂(σT−z +
√
2α‖ · ‖)(0) = ∂σT−z(0)+√
2αB∗ (see e.g [12, Theorem 2.8.7 (iii), p. 126]), where B∗ is the unit ball in Z∗ and “∂”
is the subdifferential considered with respect to the dual system (Z,Z∗).
Hence there is q ∈ √2αB∗, −q ∈ ∂σT−z(0), that is, −q ∈ cl(Z∗,w∗) convGraphT−1− zT .
We have z − qT ∈ cl(X∗∗×X∗,w∗) conv GraphT , ‖q‖Z∗ = ‖qT‖X∗∗×X∗ ≤
√
2α,
dist(z, cl (X∗∗×X∗,w∗) convGraphT ) ≤ ‖z − (z − qT )‖X∗∗×X∗ = ‖q‖Z∗ ≤
√
2α.
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Remark 11 The inequalities in Proposition 10 give rough estimates of how far ϕT is from
c, since there are maximal monotone operators that cover the whole space Z with their
convex hull such as f(x) = x3, x ∈ R; conv(Graph f) = R2. However, such operators
T : X ⇒ X∗, defined in a Banach space X, that have conv(GraphT ) = X × X∗ also
satisfy convD(T ) = X, in which case D(T ) = X (see [4, Theorem 1, p. 398]) and they
are well behaved and understood (see f.i. [8, 9, 11]).
Remark 12 If we change the norms on Z and Z∗ to a weighted norms of the form
‖(x, x∗)‖δ =
√
δ||x‖2 + 1
δ
||x∗‖2, x ∈ X, x∗ ∈ X∗, where δ > 0, we get that, for every
z ∈ domϕT , δ > 0, ∃(x∗∗δ , x∗δ) ∈ cl (X∗∗×X∗,w∗) convGraphT ) such that ‖z − (x∗∗δ , x∗δ)‖δ ≤
(ϕT − c)(z). For δ → 0, x∗∗δ → x strongly in X∗∗ and so we recover again (13).
3 Estimates for monotone operators
Recall that T is monotone iff GraphT ⊂ [ϕT ≤ c] while T is maximal monotone iff
GraphT = [ϕT ≤ c]. Also, recall the identity
∀z, w ∈ Z, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, c(tz + (1− t)w) = tc(w) + (1− t)c(w)− t(1− t)c(z − w). (18)
Due to the convexity of ϕT , from (18) we have
∀z, w ∈ Z, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (ϕT−c)(tz+(1−t)w) ≤ t(ϕT−c)(z)+(1−t)(ϕT−c)(w)+t(1−t)c(z−w).
(19)
Recall also that T+ : X ⇒ X∗ is the operator defined by Graph(T+) := [ϕT ≤ c]
or, equivalently, that z ∈ Graph(T+) iff z is monotonically related to T ; and that for
T : X ⇒ X∗ monotone, T ⊂ T++ ⊂ T+, where T++ := (T+)+. For more properties of the
application T → T+ see [2, 5, 10].
The next result first two subpoints can be seen as an extension of the known fact that,
for a maximal monotone operator T : X ⇒ X∗, for every z ∈ [ϕT > c] there is w ∈ T such
that c(z − w) < 0; while the third subpoint explores the structure of the set [ϕT < c].
Proposition 13 Let X be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗ be monotone. Then
(i) for every z ∈ [ϕT > c] there is w ∈ [ϕT ≤ c] such that c(z − w) < 0;
(ii) for every z ∈ [ϕT > c] ∩ domϕT there is w ∈ [ϕT = c] such that c(z − w) < 0;
(iii) for every z ∈ [ϕT < c] and for every t ∈ (0, 1) there is w ∈ T such that tz+(1−t)w ∈
[ϕT < c].
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TT+
T+
[ϕT = c]
[ϕT > c]
z
w
Proof. Since T ∈ M(X) we know that T ⊂ T+ := [ϕT ≤ c] so T+ ⊃ T++ := (T+)+ .
Subpoint (i) states that Z \ T+ ⊂ Z \ T++.
(ii) If z ∈ [ϕT > c]∩domϕT then, according to (i), there is u ∈ T+ such that c(z−u) < 0.
The function f(t) := (ϕT − c)(z + t(u − z)), t ∈ [0, 1], is continuous on [0, 1], f(0) > 0,
f(1) ≤ 0. Hence there is 0 < s ≤ 1, s ∈ [f = 0], i.e., w := z + s(u − z) ∈ [ϕT = c] and
c(z − w) = s2c(z − u) < 0.
For (iii) first note that for w ∈ T ⊂ [ϕT ≤ c] (19) implies
∀z ∈ Z, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, (ϕT − c)(tz + (1− t)w) ≤ t[(ϕT − c)(z) + (1− t)c(z − w)]. (20)
Assume by contradiction that there are z ∈ [ϕT < c] and t ∈ (0, 1) such that for every
w ∈ T , (ϕT − c)(tz + (1 − t)w) ≥ 0. From (20) we get (ϕT − c)(z) + (1 − t)c(z − w) ≥ 0.
Pass to infw∈T , taking into account that infw∈T c(z − w) = (c − ϕT )(z) ∈ R, to get the
contradiction t(ϕT − c)(z) ≥ 0.
Remark 14 In contrapositive form, subpoint (iii) of the previous proposition spells: -if
there exists t ∈ (0, 1) such that, for every w ∈ T , tz+(1−t)w ∈ [ϕT ≥ c] then z ∈ [ϕT ≥ c].
Since every maximal monotone operator is NI (see [1, Theorems 3.4, 3.8]) we know
from (13) that in a LCS (X, τ)
T ∈M(X) =⇒ PrX domϕT ⊂ cl τ convD(T ). (21)
We prove (21) using a minmax technique.
Proof of (21). Let x ∈ PrX domϕT , that is, (x, x∗) ∈ domϕT , for some x∗ ∈ X∗.
Assume that x 6∈ D(T ). Since T is maximal monotone, for every u∗ ∈ X∗,
ϕT (x, x
∗ + u∗) > 〈x, x∗ + u∗〉.
Hence there exists (a¯, a¯∗) ∈ T (which depends on u∗) such that
〈x− a¯, a¯∗〉+ 〈a¯, x∗ + u∗〉 > 〈x, x∗ + u∗〉 ⇒
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ϕT (x, x
∗) ≥ 〈x− a¯, a¯∗〉+ 〈a¯, x∗〉
> 〈x, x∗〉+ 〈x− a¯, u∗〉
≥ 〈x, x∗〉+ inf
a∈D(T )
〈x− a, u∗〉
= 〈x, x∗〉+ inf
a∈convD(T )
〈x− a, u∗〉.
(22)
Let V be a generic closed convex τ−neighborhood of 0 ∈ X. According to Bourbaki’s
Theorem, its polar V ◦ is convex weak-star compact. Pass to supremum over u∗ ∈ V ◦ in
(22) to find
sup
u∗∈V ◦
inf
a∈convD(T )
〈x− a, u∗〉 ≤ (ϕT − c)(x, x∗).
Consider f : V ◦ × convD(T ) → R, f(u∗, a) := 〈x − a, u∗〉. Then, for every a ∈
convD(T ), f(·, a) is linear and weak-star continuous while, for every u∗ ∈ V ◦, f(u∗, ·) is
affine and τ−continuous. We employ the minmax theorem (see e.g. [12, Theorem 2.10.2,
p. 144]) to find that, for every V a closed convex τ−neighborhood of 0 ∈ X,
sup
u∗∈V ◦
inf
a∈convD(T )
〈x− a, u∗〉 = inf
a∈convD(T )
sup
u∗∈V ◦
〈x− a, u∗〉 ≤ (ϕT − c)(x, x∗) < +∞.
Change V with kV for k > 0 and let k → 0 to get that, infa∈convD(T ) supu∗∈V ◦〈x−a, u∗〉 = 0.
In particular infa∈convD(T ) supu∗∈V ◦〈x − a, u∗〉 < 1 so there is a ∈ convD(T ) such that
supu∗∈V ◦〈x − a, u∗〉 < 1, i.e., since V ◦ is symmetric, x − a ∈ V ◦◦ = V . Hence, for every
τ−closed convex neighborhood V of 0 ∈ X, x ∈ convD(T )+V ; that is, x ∈ cl τ convD(T ).
Lemma 15 Let X be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗. Then T is monotone iff T+ is NI.
Proof. Assume that T is monotone and let M be a maximal monotone extension of T .
Then M ⊂ T+, ϕT+ ≥ ϕM ≥ c.
Conversely, if ϕT+ ≥ c then T ⊂ [ϕT+ ≤ c] = [ϕT+ = c] ∈M(X).
Proposition 16 Let (X, τ) be a LCS and let T : X ⇒ X∗ be monotone. Then
PrX domϕT ⊂ D(T+) ∪ cl τ PrX domϕT+ ⊂ cl τ convD(T+) ⊂ cl τ PrX domϕT , (23)
cl τ convD(T
+) = cl τ PrX domϕT . (24)
Proof. The first inclusion in (23) follows from (9) and T ⊂ T++ = [ϕT+ ≤ c] ⊂ domϕT+ .
The second inclusion in (23) is a consequence of (13) applied for T+ while the third inclusion
in (23) is derived from T+ ⊂ domϕT .
Relation (24) is a direct consequence of (23) or of (9) and T ⊂ T+ ⊂ domϕT .
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